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 As a first step in researching affect verbs in American Sign Language (ASL), this project
evaluated the construals evoked by constructions produced when native signers translated
English sentences with affect verbs. Affect verbs reference circumstances in which an
experiencer apprehends a stimulus and undergoes an internal change. For example, if Mary
reads a book and experiences fascination, an English speaker could say any of the following:

1) That book fascinated Mary.
2) Mary was fascinated with that book.
3) That book is fascinating.

These sentences all refer to the same situation wherein the book acts as stimulus and Mary is the
experiencer of fascination. However, they differ in the construals they evoke. In the unmarked
verb construction in (1), the trajector role is elaborated by the stimulus, with book appearing as
the subject of the sentence, and the experiencer elaborates the landmark role. In (2), the
construction BE V+ed construes the experiencer as the primary focal participant. Finally, in (3)
the stimulus elaborates the trajector evoked by the construction BE V+ing, and the experiencer is
left unspecified. Talmy (2003) notes that the majority of English affect verbs are stimulussubject
in their unmarked constructions, like fascinate, while other languages are dominated by
experiencer-subject affect verbs. Construals of ASL affect verbs have not been studied
previously.
 The data for this project were elicited through a translation task: ten English stimulus-
subject affect verbs appeared in each of the three constructions represented in (1)-(3). Five
native ASL signers translated each sentence, and the videotaped data were coded for clause
types, trajector and landmark roles, use of space, and non-manual markers (movements of the
head, torso, eyes, brows, cheeks, nose, and mouth).
 The results indicate that ASL predominately construes the experiencer as the primary
focal participant, in contrast to English. The elicitation prompts were evenly distributed across
three construal types, yet the vast majority of elicited ASL utterances encoded construals in
which the experiencer elaborated the trajector role of the affect verb. Constructions encoding the
stimulus as the trajector showed evidence of English influence, and of the 120 responses, only 9
construals left the experiencer unspecified. Participants commented that these translations were
especially challenging. Also interesting, though none of the elicitation sentences contained a
verb of apprehension, 28 of the ASL responses included an apprehension sign adjacent to the
affect lexeme, such as LOOK-AT in (4).

________t
4) BIG DOG SMALL DOG LOOK-AT SCARE
Small dogs (apprehend-and) fear big dogs.

This is under further investigation and may be similar to apprehension prefixes found in some



spoken languages.
 Understanding ASL affect verbs is crucial for developing English literacy curriculum for
deaf students, teaching ASL as a second language, and training sign language interpreters. It
may also inform counselors in appreciating construals patients use while discussing affective
situations. Finally, ASL’s conception of affective events provides insight to the culture and
cognition of its native speakers, and the means used to convey that in discourse.
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